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Coaching Manual 101
Introduction
Welcome to Coaching Manual 101, an informative guide to coaching youth soccer!
Enclosed in this coaching manual are 101 sessions, activities, guides and ideas for coaching all age
groups of youth soccer, preschool age through high school age (U6-U18).
Many of the activities and sessions in this manual are interchangeable between age groups.
There is so much more to coaching than just the X’s and O’s.
The sessions in the manual are organized into sections, which are listed below. Each section has multiple
activities and full sessions with different topics.
Sections of Manual






Junior Academy – Page 7
Age Group Sessions – Page 37
Technical Training – Page 48
Functional / Tactical Sessions – Page 76
Small-Sided Games – Page 94

Taking on the role as a youth coach is very important. It takes a lot of qualities to be a successful coach.
You are now a teacher and a role model for your players.
Information in this manual and within the sessions is from 10 years of youth coaching experience. There
has been alot of trial and error, seeing what works and things that needed change.
A huge part of coaching is a willingness to learn and always keep improving yourself. There is always a
new and better way! You should always feel the need to educate yourself, whether it is attending a
coaching course, a workshop, an event, or reading coaching articles or books. Much of what I have
learned in my years as a coach has come from other coaches. I credit a lot to the NSCAA, the National
Soccer Coaches Association of America.
The goal is to assist coaches of different levels in their practice planning. There are activities for all age
groups, elements of the game and simple tactics that will help your team.
For more information, please visit the Practice Plans page on the Quabbin Soccer Academy website,
http://quabbinsocceracademy.com/

Coaching Tips
Below are tips and ideas I have learned over the years from coaching different age groups.





















Coaching is Teaching.
Coaching is always a learning process. Be open to new ideas.
Kids play sports to have fun.
Be organized. Plan for your practices.
Give positive reinforcements.
Every child / player is different.
Children learn at different paces and in different ways.
You’re coaching kids. The sport is secondary.
Learn developmental capabilities of the age group you are coaching.
Give equal playing time at younger age groups. Fair playing time at older age groups.
Allow players to make their own decisions during games. Give direction when needed.
Base your practices on what your team needs to learn, not to win your next game.
Be sympathetic and show empathy when dealing with parental issues.
Any pressure a player feels during a game should be self-induced, not from a coach(es)
or their parents.
Specialization is not necessary for a college scholarship. Kids should play multiple sports.
If he / she wants to focus on one sport, that is their decision.
Network with school teachers and other coaches (of different sports) to get different
perspectives, ideas, experiences and strategies in working with children.
End your practices with a scrimmage (SSG) or a fun game.
If you move up an age group each year with your team, you must adapt and grow with
your players.
Practice sessions should be progressive and fundamental.
Do not berate the referee (especially if he/she is under 18). They are human.
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Coaching these age groups are equally challenging and rewarding. It takes
a great deal of patience, compassion and understanding to be an effective
coach and positive role model for these young players.
Players this age are creative and use their imagination. Create sessions
with fun activities that are imaginative and soccer-specific. Kids this age
love rules. Explain activities in a child-like way.
This age group is the starting point in development for each player.
Creating a fun and learning environment will give your players a positive
experience and an enjoyment for the game.
Personally, I have been involved in the 3-8 year old age group for several
years. It was certainly a lot of trial and error at first. Trying to figure out
what worked and how to run an effective session that kept the player’s
attention.
The 3-8 year old age group is divided into Preschool, U6 and U8.
Similarities






Keep instruction to a minimum
Emphasis on fundamental dribbling
Repeat activities to build familiarity and confidence
Players tire easily and recover quickly (lots of water breaks)
Give positive reinforcements

Are you coaching soccer or coaching kids? Both, but every child learns
and develops at a different pace. What works for some doesn’t work for
all. It is important to learn various methods of teaching / coaching to
maximize every player’s experience.
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Sport Session Planner: The practice plans are created by using their session template software
which is located at http://sportsessionplanner.com/

Academy Soccer Coach: The diagrams are created by using their session template software
which is located at http://www.academysoccercoach.co.uk/ Diagrams also include the logo for
the NSCAA, National Soccer Coaches Association of America.

Practice Planner
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Description
Guide to follow for practice planning. The first step to a well-run practice is organization.

Warm Up
WARM UP
The warm up is a very important aspect of every team's practice
session. At the U6 & U8 age groups, the warm up is similar to the
other activities the group does throughout the session. At the U9
age group, you can begin doing specific warm ups to prepare for
your session. Also, warming up prior to games is important.
Players should be physically and mentally preparing for practice
sessions and games.

Skill Development
Skill Development
Fundamentals are a key part of every player's development and
needs to be incorporated in a team's practice session, at every
age level.
Allowing players the opportunity to get as many touches with the
ball as possible in a practice session will build their confidence for
game situations.
Fundamental Skills Dribbling, First Touch, Passing & Receiving, Attacking Moves,
Turns / Change of Direction, Accelerating / Speed Dribbling, Using
different parts of feet to dribble and receive

Small-Sided Games
Small Sided Games - 2v1, 3v3, 4v4
All teams benefit from integrating SSGs into their practice
sessions. These are fast paced and continual flowing activities
that are fun and constructive for the individual player and the team
as a whole. There are so many aspects of soccer that you can
focus on by playing SSGs. The different restrictions placed on a
particular game will get your desired result.
Benefits of SSGs
Quicker decisions, More thinking, More touches, Everyone involved
at all times
Teaches tactics in a simpler way
With small numbers, the best teacher is the game itself
With fewer players and a smaller field size, each player gets more
touches on the ball
Allows players to make simpler decisions and develop an earlier,
better understanding of the game
Smaller fie lds mean more players are directly involved in play
More goal scoring opportunities
Full-Sided Games (7v7, 9v9, or 11v11) are another way to end your practice sessions.

JUNIOR
ACADEMY
3-8 YEAR
OLDS

Coaching 5-8 Year Olds
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Matt Schiffer, Belchertow n, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Description
Methodology: Step-by-Step Guide

Dribbling Unopposed

Dribbling with Pressure

1v0 to Goal

No Pressure Dribbling Activities
There are a variety of activities to introduce
fundamental dribbling.
No defenders allow players to be comfortable
w ith the ball.
Sim on Says
Basic activity w ith simple rules that most
children are familiar w ith.
Organization:
- See Diagram. Every player w ith a ball.
How to Play:
- "Simon Says" Perform skills on coach's signal.
Coaching Notes:
- Control the ball. Use both feet and all
surfaces.

Dribbling Activities w ith Pressure /
Defenders
Games that include defenders (use creative
names).
Sharks & Fishies
Imaginative activity. Playing soccer in an
"ocean."
Organization:
- See Diagram.
- Fishies all have balls. Sharks are defenders.
- Set up 5 cones randomly.
How to Play:
- Fishies dribble freely around the field / ocean.
- Sharks try to steal ball from fishy.
- If shark steals ball, fishy tries to steal it back
right aw ay
- If shark dribbles to cone, that fishy turns into
shark.
Coaching Notes:
- Dribble aw ay from pressure.

Going to Goal Unopposed
Activity that allow s players to dribble to goal by
themselves.
Organization:
- See Diagram.
- All players w ith balls.
How to Play:
- On coach's signal, player dribbles to goal and
shoots.
Coaching Notes:
- Dribble straight to goal.
- Face target (the goal) w hen shooting.

1v1 Ability

2v0 with Teammate

Team Game 4v4

Confidence & Ability to Take on Defender
Most important skill in soccer!
Important to learn at a young age.
Organization:
- See Diagram.
- 2 goals to encourage transitional play.
- Another option: 1v1 Gates. Everyone needs a
partner. Gives multiple w ays to score in a
continuous activity. Allow s players to use
different skills.
Coaching Notes:
- Be confident to take on defender.
- Dribble aw ay from pressure.

Going to Goal Unopposed w ith Team m ate
Activity that encourages teamw ork!
Organization:
- See Diagram.
- Partners
How to Play:
- 2 players go to goal together.
- Player w ith ball has option of dribbling or
passing.
- Objective is to score a goal.
Coaching Notes:
- Keep control of ball.
- Move forw ard together.

The Gam e!
All players, regardless of age, love playing
scrimmages or a real game.
4v4 teaches simple tactics and has all players
involved at all times.

U6 & U8 Coaches Guide
Category: Psychological practices
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
Ideas and Theories for the U6 & U8 age groups

U6
Fun is #1! Developing fundamental dribbling skills will give players
a solid foundation at a young age.
Understanding the capabilities of a 5 year old / U6 player helps
coaches know why kids this age play the way they play. They have
no sense of direction or boundries. Their soccer vision is limited to
what is around them. They play "bumble bee" soccer (every player
wants the ball) and have tunnel vision to the goal.
Instead of teaching positions, try to teach your players to find open
space (area) on the field. By allowing players to naturally move
around the field they will start seeing the game on their own and
will learn how to help (support) their teammates.
Kids this age need encouragement and validation, be their #1
cheerleader during practices and games!

U8
Fun is still #1! Building upon everything learned in U6. Players at
U8 are developmentally capable of understanding more complex
concepts. Dribbling skills is still the main focus, Technical Skill
Development. Players need to be comfortable with the ball at their
feet and have confidence when they are on the field.
Learning to dribble with different surfaces of their foot, change of
direction (turning with the ball), and being introduced to passing &
receiving are important U8 skills.
Having an understanding of spatial awareness allows players to
learn the concept of passing, moving to open space, and
defending principles.
All players develop at different paces. The key is to find a balance
to challenge players of different abilities in a team environment.

Field Positioning
I am a strong proponent of teaching roles rather than teaching
positions. A team just needs to stay balanced and organized.
At the U6 & U8 age groups, explaining the field by using "lanes"
works well.
The field is like a highway: Right Lane, Middle Lane, Left Lane
Players starting on the Right are able to play in the Right & Middle
Lane.
Players starting on the Left are able to play in the Left & Middle
Lane.
Players starting in the Middle are able to play in all 3 Lanes.

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

U6 & U8 Practice Planner
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
Practice Planning ideas for the U6 & U8 Age Groups

Warm Up
Warm Up
Important part of every practice session to prepare your players.
A warm up should be an activity that is simple, progressive and
keeps your players moving.
Activities: (all below activities can be dribbling or running games)
Simon Says
Follow the Leader
Cross the Ocean
Key Points:
- Kids this age are still developing motor skills (controlled
movements, coordination of muscles)
- Tires easily, Recovers quickly
- When anxiety goes up, ability to process information goes down
- U6 age group and U8 age group are much different

Fun Activities
Fun Activities
Age Appropriate, Creative, Imaginative and Fun activities work well
for these age groups. If your players have a smile on their face
while they are playing, you are doing your job as a Coach! You are
able to implement fundamental skills and game concepts in your
activities.
Fundamentals:
Dribbling with both feet, different parts of feet, at speed, Turning,
Passing & Receiving
Game Concepts:
Dribbling away from pressure (defenders), Field Awareness
Activities: (place different rules, restrictions and progressions)
Red Light Green Light, Sharks & Minnows, Clean the Backyard,
Foxes & Bunnies, Fishy Fishy Cross My Ocean, Dribbling Gates,
Big Bad Wolf & The 3 Pigs, Freeze Monsters, Cops & Robbers,
Passing Gates (U8), 1v1 (U8)

Final Game
Game - 3v3 or 4v4
Ending your practice session with a "real" soccer game with two
teams and goals makes the kids feel like they are playing "real"
soccer.
At the U8 age group (1st/2nd Graders), playing 3v3 or 4v4 is
appropriate.
At the U6 age group (Kindergarten), playing a team game with
simpler rules is appropriate.
Players in both age groups need to feel that they are playing fun
activities and learning skills in order to apply them in game
situations.

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Belchertown Rec Dept Instructional Soccer Coaches Clinic
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner | Start Time: 02-Apr-2016 16:00h

Description
Practice Planning: Kindergarten, 1st/2nd Grade Boys, 1st/2nd Grade Girls

Warmup
Warmup - Free Dribble / Simon Says
Great activity to start any practice! Every player has a ball and are
working on different dribbling skills. Create restrictions to turn it
into a competition. You can progress to adding defenders.
Organization:
Grid appropriate to the number of players. Every player has a ball.
How to Play:
Dribble freely within the grid. On coach's signal, perform different
skills.
Progression - add defenders (sharks) to make activity game-like.
Coaching Points:
Keep ball under control, close to feet
Dribble at own pace, to become comfortable
Dribble away from pressure (defenders, when they are added)
*** red (players) black (coach) blue (defenders)

Skill Development
Dribbling Gates
Basic dribbling activity with simple rules for both age groups.
1st/2nd Grade teams can progress to 'passing gates' which
requires partners and team work. Players at the U8 age group can
start working in pairs, which will incorporate passing. Players at
U6 should be solely focusing on dribbling.
Organization:
Area appropriate to number of players. Every player with a ball.
Gates (mini cone goals) set up in your playing area.
How to Play:
Players dribble through gates under control and perform different
skills at gates. This can be turned into a competition or a race
(dribble/run thru 5 gates, toe-taps at 5 gates, etc...)
Coaching Points:
Dribble with control
Keep your head up to see the field

Final Game
Mad House
Fun activity to add to or end your practice! Incorporates dribbling,
shooting, attacking, defending, and team/game concepts.
Organization:
Split team into 2 groups. One group starts on one endline and the
other group starts on opposite endline. Use pinnies for one group.
In one group, all players have a ball.
How to Play:
Red team players dribble towards opposite goal. Blue team
defends. Object is for your team to score as many goals as
possible. If defending team gains possession, they go to goal.
When game ends, switch the team that starts with balls.
Coaching Points:
Dribble with control when under pressure
When defending, keep opponent in front on you
Create space for yourself to take shot on goal

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

U6 Dribbling Session
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
3-5 year olds. Topic: Dribbling

Warmup
Dribbling Maze
Fun dribbling game that gives players freedom to dribble in
different directions. The cones and other players makes everyone
think about which way they will dribble and when to change
direction.
Organization:
Every player with a ball. Set up cones randomly around the field.
How to Play:
It is a soccer maze! Explain the game in a fun way describing a
maze.
Players dribble in any direction trying to avoid the cones and other
players. Each time someone's ball or foot touches a cone, have
them do something fun to rejoin the game (touch the sky, jumping
jack, toe taps, ball on head).
Coaching Points:
Dribble with head up
Keep ball close to feet
Variations:
Dribbling game | Running game | Add sharks (defenders) | Races

Fun Game
Cross the Ocean
Dribbling game that is similar to "Fishy Fishy Cross My Ocean"
with the difference being this is a non-stop game from one beach
to the other (endline to endline).
Organization:
Every player has a ball. Set up 2 beaches (endlines).
How to Play:
Describe the game to the kids in an imaginative way!
Players dribble across the ocean. The objective is to get to as
many beaches as possible. Each time a player gets to a beach
that is one goal.
Coaching Points:
Keep control of ball when dribbling fast (at speed)
Try to be the fastest fishy!
Variations:
With ball | Without ball | Add sharks

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

U6 Passing / Kicking Session
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Description
First stages for players to learn how to kick properly, which prepares them for passing and shooting

Bulldozers & Builders
Bulldozers & Builders
Fun passing / kicking game
A great way to explain the game is Soccer Bob the Builder (the tv
show)
Organization:
- Set up tall cones randomly on your field. Have your players help
with the set up.
- Every "bulldozer" needs a ball. The "builders" do not need a ball.
How to Play:
- The objective for the "bulldozers" is to knock down as many
cones as they can by kicking their ball against the cones. The
"builders" job is to stand the cones back up.
- Select 2 or 3 Builders for each round. Make sure every player has
the opportunity to be both a builder and a bulldozer.
Coaching Points:
- Keep ball under control at all times
- Use instep (shoe laces / top of foot) when striking / kicking ball

Clean the Backyard
Clean the Backyard
Fun team passing / kicking game.
Organization:
- Split your field in half with a line of cones
- Make 2 teams. Need all soccer balls.
How to Play:
- Explain the field as your backyard and you have to keep it clean of
soccer balls.
- Objective is to kick soccer balls to the opposing team's side of
the field.
- Fast paced game. Anytime a ball comes onto your side, kick it
back to the other side.
Coaching Points:
- Use proper technique: toe down, strike ball with instep
- Be Active. Work together with your teammates.

M ad House
Mad House
Fun game that involves scoring goals. Implements game-like
situations.
There are a number of different variations that can be used in this
activity.
Organization: Separate group into 2 teams. Set up 2 goals.
How to Play: This is a team game, with a number of different
variations.
- Game starts with both teams on their endline, all with their own
ball. On the coach's signal, all players dribble to the opposite end
to score a goal.
Variations / Progressions: Coaches vs Kids
- Green team has soccer balls, Purple team does not (sharks /
defenders). And vice versa.
- Limit amount of balls each team has, to encourage teamwork /
passing
Coaching Points: Keep ball close to feet, under control at all times
- If you lose the ball, get it back as quickly as you can
- When shooting: toe down, body over the ball, use instep (shoe laces)

U6 & U8 - Video Games
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
Fun themed practice activities based on video games

U6 - Super M ario Bros.
Super Mario Brothers
Fun dribbling game. Similar to a "dribbling maze."
Organization Set up cones (the mushrooms) randomly on your field. Every
player with a ball.
How to Play Have your players pick a Mario Bros character - Mario, Luigi, Yoshi,
Princess, Toad, etc...
Players will then dribble from one side to the other trying to avoid
the mushrooms (cones). If a player hits a mushroom, they must
do 2 toe taps to continue playing.
This game can be played with (dribbling) or without (running) a
ball. If you play the running variation, players must do 2 jumping
jacks if they hit a mushroom.
** Add Bowser (a villian) to the game to try to steal soccer balls **

U8 - Pacman
Pacman
Fun game involving dribbling and passing, with some competition!
Organization Set up cones (pac-dots or pac-cones) around your field.
Ghosts have a soccer ball. Pacmen do not have a ball.
How to Play Pacmen are trying to pick up all the cones. The Ghosts are
dribbling their ball around trying to hit the Pacmen (below the
knee). If a Pacman gets hit, they give their cones to the coach (who
sets up those cones back on the field) and then they get a ball and
become a Ghost.
** Round ends either on coaches signal or when all the pac-cones
are collected. Switch who is a Ghost and who is a Pacman to
allow everyone to have a turn **

Coaches Notes
- Be Organized
- Give Simple Direction
- Join in the game with your players. They like trying to beat the
coach!
Both activities are appropriate for both age groups, Kindergarten
and 1st/2nd Grade.
Using creative game names that your players can relate to is very
important to engage them in your practice and for everyone to have
fun. Instead of your players thinking they are dribbling their ball
from one side of the field to the other, they will think they are in a
video game as a certain character or trying to beat the game.
When explaining the game, be animated!

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

U8 Passing Session
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving
Difficulty: Beginner

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Description
Topic: Passing | U8

Warmup
Passing Gates
Simple drill to improve passing and teamwork!
Organization:
Split team into 2 groups (yellow & blue or whichever colors you
have). All players pair up with a player in the opposite group. One
ball per pair. Set up gates (coned goals) around your field.
How to Play:
Game starts with every yellow player having a ball. The blue player
runs to a gate, yellow player follows. Yellow passes to blue in
between the gate. On the release, yellow runs to a new gate, game
continues.
Coaching Points:
Proper technique of passing - plant foot next to ball & pointing at
target (teammate), ankle locked, pass with inside part of foot,
follow through
Variations:
Pass ball twice at each gate (player that starts with ball is player
dribbling from gate to gate)
Receive and pass with same foot | Receive across boy and pass with opposite foot

Skill Development
Who's Open
Passing and Moving drill
Organization:
Split team into 2 groups. One ball per group.
How to Play:
Your team is passing and moving within the grid. Player with the
ball needs to pass to the closest open player. If you do not have
the ball your job is to move to a space on the field to receive a
pass. After completing a pass, continue to move in order to get the
ball back.
Coaching Points:
Complete passes to your teammates feet
Have proper body shape when receiving a pass
Use both your left and right foot when passing
Move with a purpose - either to receive a pass or create space for
a teammate

Final Game
2 v1
Great way to end a practice with game-like situations that
encourage passing.
Organization:
Team divides into 2 groups. Coach serves balls to the attacking
team (offense). Offense starts up top. Defenders start near the
goal.
How to Play:
Once ball is played onto field, 2 attacking players and 1 defender
plays 2v1 to goal. This is a rapid fire continuous game. Once a
goal is scored, defender gains possession, or ball goes out of
bounds; next game begins.
Coaching Points:
Complete accurate passes
Receive the ball effectively under pressure
Penetrate by dribbling or passing

Red Light Green Light: U6 & U8
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Description
Fun game to improve dribbling. Manipulate the activity to get desired result. Makes changes or restrictions throughout the game.

Phase 1
Red Light Green Light
A game that every child is familiar with!
Simple rules, that include dribbling, racing, and a fun competition.
Give directions in a fun, energetic way! The kids are on a road
driving a car and they need to watch out for the traffic lights.
Organization: Every player with a ball, starting on the endline.
Coach stands at the "finish line."
How to Play: Game begins on coach's signal.
Green light - Go! (dribble fast)
Yellow light - dribble slow or walk to ball
Red Light - stop (with sole of foot)
Game ends when all players reach the finish line. Play multiple
rounds.
Coaching Points:
Dribble with control and head up to see what's in front of you
Have fun!

Phase 2
Progression
Same rules as basic game, with a few fun changes!
- Coach uses colored cones or pinnies for red, yellow, and green
light instead of their voice. This encourages the kids to pick their
heads up and see the field (scan the field) while they are dribbling.
- Set up cones randomly on the field. The cones are pot holes. The
kids have to avoid the pot holes while dribbling.
- Add police cars. The police are trying to pull everyone over (tag
game).
** Size of field (space) may always be altered either to force kids to
dribble in a smaller area or to give them more space **

SIMON SAYS
Game that all children are familiar with. Now just adding a soccer ball.

SIMON SAYS FOLLOW THE LEADER
A combination of two fun games that most children are familiar with.

SURFACES DRIBBLING
Activity encouraging use of all surfaces of foot to dribble.

CONE MAZE
Activity for young players to improve dribbling in tight spaces.

CONE WARS
Fun Preschool, U6 & U8 activity!

TURN GAME
Excellent Activity to teach young players to turn away from pressure. This can be added into a
game of Simon Says.

1v0 2v0
Preschool & U6 Activity going to goal unopposed.

BIG BAD WOLF & 3 LITTLE PIGS
Fun practice activity based on the fairy tale.

BIG BAD BEAR
Preschool thru U8 Activity.

COPS & ROBBERS
Preschool thru U8 Activity that involves dribbling and kicking at a target.

FREEZE MONSTERS
Fun Jr Academy Activity, Soccer Freeze Tag.

FOXES & BUNNIES
Fun Preschool thru U8 Activity.

HALLOWEEN THEMED GAMES
Preschool thru U8 Activities to use around Halloween.

HIGHWAY
Fun Jr Academy Activity on a Soccer Highway.

U8 1v1
1v1 Activity to build confidence with the ball.

U8 GATES
Technical Activity to improve dribbling and passing. Multiple progressions.

SHARKS & FISHIES 2
More info for this fun activity.

STAR WARS
Soccer Stars Wars – Jedi vs Storm Troopers

END ZONE
U6 & U8 Practice Activity implementing game-like situations.

MAD HOUSE 2
More information for Mad House.

AGE
GROUP
SESSIONS

4v4
Recommended for the U6 & U8 age groups for games.

7v7

9v9

U6 Session
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
U6 (3-5 year olds): Fun Games

Warmup
Follow the Leader
Every player has a ball. The coach designates the leader. All other
players "follow the leader" around the field.
This can be played as a dribbling game, a running game, and a
Simon Says game where the leader is Simon.
This is a great warmup for this age group. Giving each child a
chance to lead the group gives them alot of confidence.

Fun Games
There are a variety of games you can play with this age group that
have the same rules, but the game is given a different name. This
keeps it fun, while being consistent.
How to Play: Every player (fish, piggy, etc) starts with a ball. The
coach is the defender (shark, wolf, goblin, etc). All players dribble
to stay away from the defender. When a player loses their ball they
turn into a defender.
Name of Games:
Sharks & Fishies
Big Bad Wolf & Piggies
Ghosts & Goblins
Bees & Honey

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

U8 Session
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
U8 (6-7 year olds): Practice Plan

Warmup
Cross the Ocean
Great warmup for a U8 group. Players get the opportunity to dribble
freely while working on attacking moves, turns, and beating
defenders.
Organization:
Lines of cones set up 15-20 yards apart (which makes the 2
beaches for the ocean). Every player has a ball.
How to Play:
Players dribble from one endline (beach) to the other. Each time a
player reaches a beach they score a goal. Add in different moves
and dribbling patterns. Perform a turn each time you reach an
endline. Add defenders (sharks) to make the warmup game-like.
Coaching Points:
Dribble with control
Perform moves and turns at your own pace
Dribble away from pressure (the sharks)
Note: red players are the defenders

Skill Development
Free Dribble to Cones
Simple activity that players of all abilities can understand.
Organization:
Set up cones randomly in your space. Every player has a ball.
How to Play:
Players dribble freely and perform moves or dribbling patterns at
each cone: Tick Tocks, Toe Tops, Turns, Attacking Moves. This
activity can be turned into dribbling races and running races.
Progression:
Freeze Tag Game (Freeze Monsters): Defenders are added as the
Freeze Monsters. Players must dribble to a cone without being
tagged. If they are tagged, must do whatever coach assigns.
Coaching Points:
Keep ball close to feet
Dribble with head up
Use both feet and different parts of feet when dribbling

Final Game
1v1 to Goal
Fun way to end practice! Players get to use the dribbling skills they
worked on all session in a fun 1v1 game to goal.
Organization:
Attacking (red) & Defending (blue) players start on opposite sides.
How to Play:
Coach serves balls and plays Goalkeeper. Play 1v1 to goal. After a
few rounds switch roles (attackers and defenders).
Coaching Points:
Use attacking moves that we learned
Create space to take shot on goal
Defenders - keep your opponent in front of you

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
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U10 Session
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
February 2017: U10 Training Session

Warmup
Technical Warmup
Progressive activity to prepare for the training session.
Organization:
- See diagram
- Red cones 20 yards apart with orange cone in the middle.
- At least 2 players at each outer cone. Every player with a ball to
start.
How to Play:
- Players on opposite ends begin at same time.
- Dribble to center cone, perform move or pattern, dribble to right
(or direction coach indicates).
- Speed dribble or pass to opposite side.
Progressions:
- Many options with this activity.
- Dribbling, Passing, Adding passive defenders at center cone.
Coaching Notes:
- Focus on technique. Build up to game speed.

Skill Development
Skill & Fitness Grid
Fast-paced activity that focuses on dribbling, passing and fitness.
Organization:
- See diagram
- Set up in groups of 2 with cones spread out appropriately.
How to Play:
- Pass to partner. Sprint around one of your cones.
- Partner passes back to you. Receive then dribble around other
cone.
- Pass back to your partner. Sequence continues.
Coaching Notes:
- Demand maximum effort.

Final Game
3v3 Shooting Game
Fun game to end your practice session.
Organization:
- See diagram.
- 3v3 with goals.
How to Play:
- Choose a designated GK before game starts. Option to change
throughout game.
- When your team is attacking, GK joins on the field.
- 1 point for a shot. 2 points for a goal. First team to 7 points wins!
Progressions:
- Add neutral players | Add numbers.
Coaching Notes:
- Encourage playing direct. Take alot of shots!
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U12 Session
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
February 2017: U12 Training Session

Warmup
Technical Triangle Warmup
Simple activity to begin your training session.
Organization:
- See diagram.
- Groups of 4. Cones set up as a small triangle.
How to Play:
- Dribble or pass to cone. Move to that cone.
- Sequence continues.
Progressions:
- Simple dribbling or passing.
- Dribbling patterns / moves or passing combinations.
- Add defender in the middle. Rondo.
Coaching Notes:
- Focus on technique. Build up to speed.

Attacking & Defending
1v1 to Goal. Get defenders to Think.
Activity to goal forcing quick decisions and reactions.
Organization:
- See diagram.
- 4 cones / groups spread out in attacking third of field.
How to Play:
- Coach serves ball to designated player.
- Go to goal immediately. Defender must press quickly.
Progression:
- If attacker loses ball, they become defender for next round.
- 2v1
Coaching Notes:
- Encourage attacker to take on defender.
- Defender must close down quickly, force attacker to the outside.

Final SSG
4v4 + GK
SSG that involves possession build up and 1v1 to goal.
Organization:
- See diagram.
- 3v3 in possession zone and 1v1 + GK in attacking zone.
How to Play:
- Connect passes before going forward to target player to create a
1v1 to goal.
Coaching Notes:
- Connect quick passes.
- Encourage direct play at right moment.
- Movement of the target player / the striker.
- Defend as a group. Press ball to win possession.
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U14 Session
Category: Functional: Midfielder
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
March 2017: U14 Training Session. Dick Bate Inspired Session.

Warmup
Passing Warmup
Activity that involves quick decisions.
Organization:
- See Diagram
- 4 Players. 2 Balls. 4 Cones in a triangle shape.
How to Play:
- Either player with ball passes to the target player who then
passes to the open player.
- Continue that sequence.
- As soon as ball is released, next pass is played.
Coaching Notes:
- All players always ready to receive a pass.
- Target player, scan field (always be looking up).

Developing Wide Play
Diamond Passing
Activity that helps with wide play.
Organization:
- See Diagram.
- Players at orange cones are wide players / wingers.
How to Play:
- Pass. Follow your pass.
Progressions:
- Check away from cone (defender). First touch forward.
- Add middle player for wall pass.
- Coach holds up a pinnie or fingers, player must look up before
receiving pass and say the color or the number of fingers. Helps
with scanning the field.
- Shot on goal for wingers.
Coaching Notes:
- First touch must be tight, within touching distance.
- Proper body angle when receiving a pass.

Final Game
5v5
Small-Sided activity with game-like situations.
Organization:
- See Diagram.
- Red cones, channels / wings
- Orange cones, area to check in to receive pass
How to Play:
- 5v5 to goal
- Orange cone area, player may check in, receive pass and
distribute quickly. Put time restriction for that area, 3-5 seconds to
get in and get out. If pass is not on, get out and move to new
space.
Progressions:
- Must pass to wing player before scoring. This helps with
stretching the field and switching the point of attack.
- Add a GK in the orange area. Pass to GK, then they distribute.
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High School Tryouts
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
HS Tryouts: Technical Sessions, Fitness, Small Sided Games

Warmup (20 mins)
Warmups
The group warmup will consist of light jogging, dynamic stretching
and dribbling. The purpose of the warmup is to properly prepare
the players for the remainder of the tryout session.

Fitness (20 mins)
Fitness - With and Without the Ball
An important aspect of high school tryouts and training sessions
is fitness. Players need to have endurance until the final whistle
during games.
Grid A - Passing Box. Pass to designated cone (ball played to the
right or left), follow your pass, sprint to next cone.
Grid B - Passing & Speed Dribbling. Players at orange cones
speed dribble (accelerate) to red cones. Players at red cones
pass to orange cones, then sprint.
Group C - Sprinting from cone to cone

Small Sided Games (40 mins)
Small Sided Games
2v1, 3v3, 4v4 activities to emulate game situations. Placing
different restrictions on the rules of the activity helps to get the
desired result
There are many benefits to small sided games More touches for every player
Direct involvement in both attacking and defending
Forces quicker decision making
Teaches team tactics in a smaller area
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HS Passing & Movement Session
Category: Tactical: Combination play
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
HS U16 / U18 - Passing Combination Play

Warmup
Warmup - Dutch Box
Great passing warmup. Encourages accurate passes,
communication and movement. Different restrictions help players
with quick passing, combinations, checking to the ball and
receiving.
Organization:
Equal number of players inside the grid with a ball and players
along the perimeter of the grid without a ball.
How to Play:
Start simple and progress to complex. Start by players inside the
grid taking a few touches, then pass to an open player on the
outside. Follow pass, player that receives dribbles ball into grid.
Continue...
Progressions:
Long-Short-Short. Play a long ball, Check to ball, Simple 1-2 / Wall
Pass
Pass to outside player. Move to different space. Get ball back.

Combinations
Passing Combinations - Short & Long Passes
Short Triangle Passes followed by a Long Pass. Repeat.
Player A passes to B. Player B passes to C. Player C passes a
long ball to opposite end, Repeat.
Player B's pass should be in front of Player C's feet, to allow them
to run onto the ball and pass quickly.
Progression Add second player to B (the middle) and add a second ball. This
encourages players to focus more on their quality of passes and
move the ball quicker.

Target Players
Quick Passing with a Target Player
The target player can be treated as a Center Midfielder or a Center
Forward. This activity promotes quick passing and movement
without the ball
Organization Two players on the inside. One target player (red) and one field
player. 2-3 players at every cone.
How to Play Ball gets passed to an outside player. Follow pass. Outside player
passes to target player, then moves to an open space and
receives the ball back. Continue that combination with other
outside players.
Progressions Add a defender
Add a second target player
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TECHNICAL
TRAINING

FREE DRIBBLE
Training Activity for players of all ages.

DUTCH BOX
Warmup / Training Activity for players U9 +

FUTSAL FAST FOOTWORK
Technical Dribbling Session

GATES GAME
Technical Activity for players of all ages.

SHOOTING SQUARE
Continuous Shooting Game

TRIANGLE DRIBBLING
Dribbling Activity for U8-U10 Players.

Technical Diamond
Activity that focuses on dribbling and passing with progressions.

TECHNICAL SQUARE
Activity for U10 – U18

Gates - Dribbling & Passing
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
"Gates" Sessions - focusing on fundamental dribbling and passing skills

Dribbling Gates
Dribbling Gates is an activity that can be used for players of all
ages. It is a basic game that makes it easy to work on important
dribbling fundamentals.
Organization:
Set up gates (mini cone goals) around your practice field. Every
player has a ball.
How to Play:
Players dribble freely around the field. At each gate, perform a skill.
Go from simple to complex.
- Start with dribbling through a gate with either foot. Then
designate a foot, left or right.
- Perform skill at each gate - toe taps, tick tocks, turn
- Speed dribble through a gate, under control
- Races through the gates, dribbing, then running races

Passing Gates
Passing Gates is a fun activity that encourages proper techniques
and movement.
Organization:
Set up gates (mini cone goals) around your practice field. Every
player needs a partner, groups of 2. (In diagram, yellow players
partner with blue players) Each pair has one ball.
How to Play:
The objective is to pass the ball through a gate to your partner.
- Game starts by partner without a ball running to a gate. Player
with ball follows and passes to partner through the gate. After
completing pass, player without the ball runs to a new gate,
partner with ball follows. Game continues...
- Players should be 5-10 feet apart when passing and receiving.
Progressions:
- Designate passing foot
- Designate surface to receive

Coaches Notes
Focus on Fundamentals and Proper Techniques
"Gates" are great practice activities to improve dribbling and
passing skills. When your players fully understand the game,
turning it into a competition is a way to get the best out of your
players.
** race to dribble through 5 gates, race to do 2 toe taps at 5 gates,
race to run through 5 gates, team race to pass through 5 gates **
Coaching Points:
- When dribbling, keep ball close to feet and head up as much as
you can
- When passing, use inside of foot to pass, plant foot (non-kicking
foot) next to ball and pointing at target (partner / teammate)
- All players, 100% effort
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Wall Pass
Category: Tactical: Combination play
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
Session Focus: Wall Pass | Movement after Pass

Warmup
Box Passing
Simple Setup. Simple Warmup. Continuous Wall Passes.
Organization:
Set up a 10x10 square / box. 5 players. 1 ball.
How to Play:
Designate one player to be in the middle. He / She starts with the
ball, completes a wall pass with one of the players at a cone. Once
they get the ball back, continue sequence with other teammates
on the outside of the grid. Switch inside player every 2-3 minutes.
Coaching Points:
- Quality passes and first touch
- Pass ball to correct foot
- Correct body position while receiving

Skill Development
Long Short Short
Passing Combination Activity with a focus on Wall Passing
Organization:
Set up a pair of cones 10-15 yards apart. 2-3 players at each cone.
1 ball.
How to Play:
- Player A passes a long ball to Player B
- Player A checks to Player B
- Complete a Wall Pass
- Player B then plays a long ball, sequence continues
Coaching Points:
- High work rate
- Quality Passing
- Open up hips to receive pass

Final Game
4v4 SSG
Final game. Must complete a Wall Pass before scoring a goal.
Organization:
- Teams of 4
- 2 goals. 1 ball.
Coaching Notes:
- Attacking team must complete a Wall Pass before scoring.
- Quickly move to open space after completing a pass.
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FC Stars West: U9G Technical Training
Category: Technical: Coerver/Individual Skills
Difficulty: Advanced

Description
Technical Training

Warmup
Coerver Warmup
Organization:
Every player sets themselves up with one cone and a ball, facing
the coach.
How to Play:
Each player stays in a small space around their cone.
On coach's signal, players perform different skills.
Skills - Toe Taps, Tick Tocks, V, L, Dribbling Patterns using all
parts of foot
Coaching Points:
Keep ball close to feet
Focus on performing skills correctly before you can do them at
speed

1v1 Fitness
1v1 Fitness
Organization:
Team splits into 2 groups on opposite sides of field.
Coach sets up in the corner with all soccer balls.
How to Play:
On coach's signal, first player at each red cone sprints to orange
cone and onto the field.
Coach passes the ball to either player.
Play 1v1 to goal
Coaching Points:
Focus on attacking moves to beat defender to goal
Accelerate into open space

Final Game
1v1 Gates
Organization:
Set up multiple gates (goals)
3 or 4 sets of partners playing at once. Any more than that
becomes hectic unless you have more space.
How to Play:
Continuous 1v1 game
Each group plays game for 1-2 minutes, then rotate groups.
Goals are scored by dribbling thru any gate, which can be done by
beating defender with an attacking move or performing a turn and
dribbling away from pressure.
Coaching Points:
Focus on 1v1 attacking & defending principles
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Technical Training Activities
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Beginner

Technical Warmup
Dribbling & Passing Square
Technical Warmup that involves dribbling, passing & receiving
Organization:
- Set up a 10x10 square with 2 different colored cones (same color
diagnolly)
- 2 soccer balls
- 2-3 players at each cone
How to Play:
- Soccer balls start diagnolly from each other
- Orange cones, dribble
- Red cones, pass
Coaching Points:
- Dribble with control and pace
- Use proper passing techniques
- Pass to the correct foot

Coerver Skills
Coerver Drill
Basic Ball Mastery Skills. #1 soccer skills teaching method.
Organization:
- Set up single cones randomly on your field
- Every player with a ball
How to Play:
- Players stay in a tight area around their cone
- Coach designates certain Coerver Skills: toe taps, tick tocks, L's,
V's, dribbling combinations. Progress to performing certain skills
at speed when comfortable
Coaching Points:
- Stay balanced
- Keep ball very close to feet

Rapid Fire SSG
Rapid Fire: 1v1, 2v1, 2v2
Fun fast-paced games that encourage small-group play
Great game that forces quick decision making
Organization:
- Separate group into 2 teams, start on opposite ends of field
- All balls to the coach
- Set up 2 goals
How to Play:
- Start by playing 1v1, then progress to more numbers
- Round ends once a goal is scored or ball goes out of bounds,
then next group plays
Coaching Points:
- Attacking player, move forward (penetrate) quickly. If 2 or more
players, other players provide support (help).
- Defending player, close down immediately. If 2 or more players,
focus on defending principles: Pressure, Support, Balance,
Compact
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Technical Training
Category: Technical: Coerver/Individual Skills
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
U9 - U12

Warmup
Dribbling Box
Organization: Set up a large grid with small grid in the middle.
Every player has a ball.
How to Play: Dribble freely within the grid. Perform an attacking
move near the small grid (red cones) and perform a change of
direction near the perimeter (orange cones).
Coaching Points:
Keep ball and body under control.
Technique is most important. Speed will come.

Skill Development
Dribbling Skills
Organization: 4 players per group. 2 balls. Set up 2 different
colored cones.
How to Play: Balls start at orange cones. Both players dribble
through the red cones at the same time. Important to keep ball
close and under control to avoid other player. Start simple and
progress to more complex moves and dribbling patterns. End
game with races!
Coaching Points:
Focus on technique
Dribble with pace when comfortable

Final Game
Small Sided Games
Organization: Multiple 3v3 games
Coaching Points:
Focus is beating defenders 1v1 & keeping possession
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Coerver Drill
Fundamental passing and moving drill.

Coerver Ball Mastery
Category: Technical: Coerver/Individual Skills
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
IAS Soccer Academy: Special Topics Session. 11/15/16

Ball M astery Warmup
"1 player. 1 ball. Repetition ball control exercises with both feet." Coerver website
Warmup
We will maximize the amount of touches for every player with
different moves and patterns.
Organization:
Every player with a ball. Every player sets up their own cone.
How to Play:
On coach's signal, perform different moves and dribbling patterns.
Examples - foundations, rolls, toe touches, L's, V's, Sole Drag,
Scissors
Coaching Points:
- Keep ball close to feet
- Stay balanced, body over ball
Progression:
Form groups of 2 or 3. Perform same skills using 2 cones with a
bigger area.

Coerver Box
Working on similar skills from our warmup with more space.
Organzation:
Set up a 10x10 grid or appropriate size. Every player with a ball.
How to Play:
Continuous free flowing dribbling activity. Performing similar skills
from the warmup in a much bigger area. Allowing players to take
bigger touches and dribble with pace.
Coaching Points:
- Keep head up as much as possible to scan the field
- Keep ball close to feet. Take a touch every step.
Progression: Add passive defenders

SSGs
Small-Sided Games: 1v1, 2v1, 2v2
Continuous Rapid Fire SSGs. Set up 1 or 2 fields, depending on
number of players.
Organization:
Separate group into 2 teams, setting up on opposite sides of the
field.
All balls to the coach at midfield.
How to Play:
Coach serves balls. Start with 1v1 and progress to more numbers.
If defender gains possession, they try to score a goal, which
encourages transitional play.
Coaching Points:
- Attacking player, focus on take-on moves we worked on
- Keep ball away from defender
- Defender, keep attacking player in front of you and force to the
outside
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Coerver Training
Category: Technical: Coerver/Individual Skills
Difficulty: Moderate

Warmup
Warmup
Organization:
Every player with a ball and a cone.
How to Play:
Players stay in a tight space near their cone. Working on a number
of individual skills.
Toe Touches, Foundations, Sole Roles, Ws, Vs, Ls, Inside
Outsides, Stepovers, Scissors, Triangles
Start slow and increase speed when become comfortable.
Perform skills while being timed.
Coaching Points:
Focus on performing skill correctly before doing it at speed

Diamond Dribbling
Diamond Dribbling Drill
Organization:
Every player has a ball. Cones set up in a diamond shape with
one cone in the middle.
How to Play:
Players dribble to the middle cone, then to the cone to their right,
then back to original cone.
Working on attacking moves at each cone and speed dribbling.
Coaching Points:
Keep ball close to feet
Perform attacking moves at game speed
When speed dribbling, stay under control

4v4
Final Game
Notes:
Perform attacking moves when in 1v1 situations
Focus on attacking and defending principles
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Advanced Technical Training
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Advanced

Description
2017: Dribbling / Attacking Skills and First Touch

Warmup
Warmup - Dribbling and Passing
Activities to prepare for the training session
Organization:
- 2 activities. One dribbling and one passing.
- Number of dribbling groups and passing groups depends upon
the total number of players. Form small groups to ensure
maximum involvement.
How to Play:
- See diagram
- Dribbling thru cones. Progress to higher speed and more
advanced dribbling patterns and moves.
- Passing in a small triangle. Follow your pass. Progress to
different passing patterns and combinations.
Coaching Notes:
- Demand high quality and effort
- Stay balanced when dribbling. Quality passes & first touch

Skill Development
Attacking Moves & Turns - Progress to Passing
Fast-paced technical activity with multiple phases.
Organization:
- Set up 2 different colored cones randomly on your field.
- Every player with a ball.
How to Play:
- Attacking Move at red cones. Change of Direction / Turns at
orange cones. Start simple and progress to more advanced skills.
Progressions:
1) Speed dribble between cones
2) Add defenders
3) Turn activity into a possession game with defenders
Coaching Notes:
- Focus on technique

SSG
1v1 & 2v1
Finish the session with rapid-fire games of 1v1 & 2v1
Add GKs if possible
Organization:
- See Diagram
- Use of 2 goals encourages transition play
How to Play:
- Start with 1v1. Progress to 2v1.
Coaching Notes:
- Encourage attacking player to take on defender with confidence
- In 2v1, figure out best time to pass and best time to dribble. Do
not pass for the sake of passing.
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DIRECTIONAL FIRST TOUCH
Begin with dribbling takeovers, progress to passing and combinations.

PASSING SQUARE
Technical Passing Activity that encourages movement and support.

Moving Triangles
Passing activity that encourages movement to support the player with the ball. Teaches players
to create triangles in game situations to help your team keep possession.

PASS & MOVE
Passing Activity for all age groups U9 and above.

PASSING COMBO SQUARE
Passing Combination Activity for Players U12 – U18

PASSING & MOVING GRIDS
Passing Activity for all age groups U9 and above.

Passing & Receiving | GK Distribution
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving
Difficulty: Moderate

Matt Schiffer, Belchertown, United States of America
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Description
January 2017 - Session focuses on passing & receiving, decision-making, communication and GK distribution.

Warmup
Passing & Moving Warmup
Progressive warmup to prepare for the session.
Organization:
- Separate group into 2 teams. See diagram, green and orange
- Half the players start with balls.
How to Play:
- Passing and moving within the grid
- Green must pass to orange. Orange must pass to green.
Progression:
- Limit the amount of touches. Example, Blue gets 2 Yellow gets 3,
etc...
- Wall Passes, Passing Combinations
Coaching Notes:
- Accurate passes. Move with a purpose.
- Communication

Skill Development
Passing Technical Square
Activity to improve all aspects of passing.
Organization:
- See diagram. Black lines = Pass. Red lines = Movement.
- Multiple cone squares set up on your field
- 1 or 2 players at each cone
Progression:
- Pass. Follow your pass.
- Check away from cone before receiving.
- Passing combinations in middle of square.
- Add passive defender.
Coaching Notes:
- Pass to correct foot. Proper weight on passes.

Final Game
Small-Sided Game - GK Distribution
SSG encouraging passing & receiving and GK Distribution
Organization:
- 4v4 + GKs. Adjust depending on numbers.
How to Play:
- All restarts come from the GK. Distribute by throws or with feet.
Coaching Notes:
- Keep good shape offensively and defensively.

Passing and Receiving
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving
Difficulty: Moderate | Start Time: 12-Jan-2016 18:00h

Description
IAS Soccer Academy Special Topics Clinic

Warmup
Passing Gates
Organization:
Set up gates (cones 4-5 feet apart) around the field.
Groups of two. One ball per group.
How to Play:
Player B (without ball) runs to a gate. Player A (with ball) dribbles to
that gate. Player A passes thru
the gate to Player B and then runs to a new gate. Player B dribbles
to that gate. Game continues. Work on receiving in different ways
and with different parts of foot.
Coaching Points:
Quality passes to feet
Focus on soft first touch
Move to new gate (open space) after pass

Passing Windows
Passing Windows
Organization:
Set up a grid appropriate to the number of players.
Half the players start on the outside of grid with a ball and half the
players start on the inside without a ball.
How to Play:
Blue players check to (move towards) a red player to receive a ball.
Blue receives and passes back to red, then checks to a different
red player. Make runs across the grid.
Coaching Points:
High work rate
Communicate with teammates
Quality passes and first touch

Final Game
3v3 + 1 (progress to 3v3 + 2)
Organization:
Blue team sets up at blue cones. Red team sets up at orange
cones. First player at each cone plays with one neutral player.
How to Play:
Teams can score at either goal after passing to the neutral player.
Progression: 2 neutral players. Teams must connect with both
neutral players before scoring.
Coaching Points:
Connect quality passes
First touch and passes away from pressure
Neutral player always supporting the ball
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Passing Combinations
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
Passing Combinations. Movement Off the Ball.

Warmup
Passing Combination Triangles
(black lines - pass, red lines - movement)
Great practice warmup, activity or pregame warmup
Organization:
- 10x10 or 15x15 grid, with cone in the middle
- 8 to 12 players
How to Play:
- Ball starts in one of the corners
- Pass in a triangle, then pass long, repeat
- Follow your pass
Progressions - Add 2nd ball and 2nd player at middle cone | One
touch
Coaching Points:
- Connect quality passes
- Pass to correct foot & with correct pace

Skill Development
Passing Combination to Goal
Combining in the Midfield. Short Passes with an Overlapping Run.
Organization:
- Cones set up in a triangle, 10 yards apart
How to Play:
- Player A starts with the ball
- Combination: A-B-A-C-A-B
- Once Player A completes first pass, he / she moves to middle of
the triangle.
- Player B receives the final ball for a shot on goal. Hold / Time your
run.
Coaching Points:
- Quality passes. Pass to correct foot. Proper pace.
- Player A has most involvement

Final Game
4v4 SSG
Final game, 4v4 with restrictions
Organization:
Separate group into teams of 4.
Coaching Notes:
Team may not score a goal until they connect a passing
combination. Players should be moving without the ball to create
opportunities for their team.
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Passing & Moving
Category: Technical: Passing & Receiving
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
IAS Soccer Academy: Special Topics Session. 11/22/16

Warmup
Progressive Passing & Moving Warmup
Organization:
- Set up 4 grids, all the same size. 1 or 2 players at every cone.
All 4 progressions included in the diagram:
- Passing Square with One Ball
- Passing Square with Two Balls
- No Pressure. Passing & Moving within Grid
- Passive Defender. Passing & Moving within Grid
Coaching Points:
- Connect quality passes
- Pass to teammate's correct foot
- Quality first touch
- Take first touch in direction of your next dribble or pass

Passing & M oving Grids
Continuous Passing & Moving Activity within the Grids
Use the same setup as the warmup
How to Play:
One ball in each grid. That ball stays in that grid entire time.
Once a player completes a pass, they run to a different grid.
Coaching Points:
- Keep ball moving
- First touch is a positive touch
- Head up to scan field / your grid

Final - SSGs
Rapid Fire 2v1 - SSG to give Attacking Team a Numerical
Advantage
Progress to bigger numbers
How to Play:
Continuous 2v1 games. Rotate the attacking and defending
teams.
Play to goal. Add GKs if possible.
Coaching Points:
- Passing is the focus, but do not force passes. Dribble when
there is time and space.
- Make passes to correct foot or into open space.
- The Second Attacker must always support the ball.
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FUNCTIONAL
& TACTICAL
SESSIONS

5v2 RONDO
Possession Activity with numerical advantage.

PRESSING RONDO
Passing and Defensive Warmup / Training Activity

POSSESSION BOXES
Possession Activity with Transitional Play.

Counter Attacking
SSG that focuses on pressing the ball and quick counter attacks.

DEVELOPING WIDE PLAY
Small-Side Game focusing on wide play and changing the point of attack.

Crossing & Finishing
Category: Technical: Crossing & Finishing
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
Attacking Functional Session. 12/2016

Warmup
Receiving Balls out of the Air
Simple warmup to help progress towards receiving crosses and
balls from set-pieces
Organization:
- Groups of 2
- 1 ball per group
How to Play:
- One player starts with ball in his/her hands. Tosses ball to
partner.
- Receive ball out of air and pass back to teammate either by 1
touch or 2 touches.
- Various ways to receive and play back.
- Switch rolls after 5 times.
Coaching Points:
- Keep your eye on the ball
- Maintain body balance

Small-Sided Activity
Passing Combo to Cross
Activity that involves passing in the attacking third ending with a
cross and runs to goal
Organization:
- 3 single cones set up beyond the 18
- Ball starts at middle cone
- Need GK
How to Play:
- Passing Sequence: CF - LF - Long Ball to RF in Corner
- CF overlaps LF
- LF makes run to near post. CF makes run to penalty area
- RF crosses the ball
Progression:
- Add defenders
Coaching Points:
- RF turn hips towards target when crossing
- Making runs: quality of movement to create space. Correct body
position

Final SSG
Crossing 3v3+2 SSG
Activity with the restriction of crossing to score a goal
Organization:
- 3v3+2 with GKs
How to Play:
- 3v3 activity
- Before going to goal, the ball must be passed wide to a channel
player. Second channel player makes overlapping run, followed by
a cross.
Progression:
- Set up cones at the midfield line, dividing the field in half
- 2v1 in each half, giving attacking team the advantage (may add
players)
Coaching Notes:
- Play ball out of the back quickly and wide to generate alot of
crosses
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Defending
Category: Functional: Defender
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
IAS Soccer Academy: Defending in Small Sided Games

Warmup
Warmup
Organization: One player at every cone. All balls start on one side.
How to Play: Player with ball performs dribbling patterns / moves,
while defender back pedals and stays in front of the ball. When red
player reaches the cone, switch roles; blue player with ball and red
player defends.
Progression: Play 1v1 to cone. Tight space forces players to keep
control of ball.
Coaching Points:
Stay in front of ball
Pressure / Delay when necessary

Possession Box
Possession Box
Organization: Each group starts with 3 (or more) players in each
box. Red is Team A and Blue is Team B.
How to Play:
Ball starts with Team A. One player from Team B enters their box.
After every 3 passes that Team A completes, Team B sends in one
more defender. When Team B gains possession, they pass or
dribble into their box. Team A sends one defender. Game
continues.
Coaching Points:
High Pressure Defending
Stay Organized
After gaining possession, move the ball quickly

Small Sided Games
Small Sided Games: Focus is Defending
Principles of Defending implimented into these games.
Organization: Multiple games of 3v3 or 4v4
Coaching Points:
Stay organized defensively
Pressure, Cover, Balance
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Defending in Pairs
Category: Functional: Defender
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
January 2017: Defending Session

Warmup 1v2
1v2 Activity
Warmup activity that focuses on defending in pairs and roles of 1st
& 2nd Defenders.
Organization:
- Groups of 3. Set up multiple grids.
How to Play:
- 1v2 in each grid.
- Rotate players to ensure participation as both attacker and
defender.
- Goal is scored by dribbling to the endline.
Progression:
- Play to Goal
- 2v2
Coaching Points:
- When to press. When to hold.
- Defenders, go for ball on weak passes or out of control dribbling.

SSG 3v2
3v2 Small-Sided Game
Progression to the Warmup
Organization:
- 3v2 in appropriate size grid
How to Play:
- Focus is defending within the game.
Progression:
- Add Channel Players
- Add defenders after certain amount of passes by attacking team
Coaching Notes:
- 1st Defender presses the ball.
- 2nd Defender pressures the first pass, then 1st Defender drops
back.

Final 4v2
4v2 + GKs
Final game, still with 2 defenders.
Organization:
- 4v2 in appropriate sized grid, with goals
How to Play:
- 4v2. Add restrictions and progressions
Coaching Notes:
- The 2nd Defender has a better view of the field and can anticipate
passes and movements.
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Defensive Blocks
Practice activity that helps with group defending.

Zonal Defending
Activity that helps with defending in small groups.
Progressions help accomplish different results.

END ZONE TARGETS

Exploiting Overloads
SSG that focuses on counter attacking and making use of a numerical advantage.

Playing Thru the Thirds
Activity that encourages working the ball through the thirds to goal.

Playing Out of the Back
Activity that helps players successfully pass the ball out of the defensive third.

Shielding
Category: Tactical: Possession
Difficulty: Moderate
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Description
1v1 Shielding Techniques. A high percentage of 1v1 game situations start with the attacking player's back to the defender.

Warmup
1v1 Shielding
Simple shielding exercise.
Organization:
- Groups of 2
- 1 ball per group
How to Play:
- Attacking Player starts with ball, back to defender
- Play rounds of 20-30 seconds
- On coach's signal, attacking player begins shielding the ball
- Player that has ball at end of round is winner. Switch attacking
player each round.
Coaching Points:
- One foot next to ball, other foot behind at an angle
- Always face the ball
- Arms out, Create barrier between defender & ball

Progression
Shielding Grid
Game starts with passive defender, progressing to full pressure.
Organization:
- Set up a small grid
- 6 players. Need multiple balls.
How to Play:
- Game starts with 2 players inside the grid. Start with passive
defender to allow the attacking player to be successful in shielding
skill.
- Progression: full defensive pressure
- "Keep Away" Shielding game, 30-45 second rounds. Outside
players have extra balls to keep the game moving. Player with ball
at end of round is the winner.
Coaching Points:
- High Work Rate
- Focus on shielding techniques to keep possession

Final Game
1v1 to Goal
A high percentage of 1v1 situations near goal start with attacking
player's back to the defender. To improve attacking skills, you must
improve your shielding and turning skills.
Organization:
- Separate group into 2 teams
- Defending team start near goal, Attacking team start outside
penalty box.
How to Play:
- Coach serves balls
- Attacking player starts with back to defender. Must attempt to turn
and beat defender to goal.
Coaching Notes:
Objective is to apply what you have learned during our shielding
session. We are adding in turning and attacking the goal.

Small Group Play
Category: Tactical: Possession
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
IAS Soccer Academy: Special Topics Session. 11/29/16

Rondos
Rondos - 3v1 & 4v2
“Everything that goes on in a match, except shooting, you can do in
a rondo. The competitive aspect, fighting to make space, what to
do when in possession and what to do when you haven’t got the
ball, how to play ‘one touch’ soccer, how to counteract the tight
marking and how to win the ball back.”
-- Johan Cruyff
Organization:
- Set up cones in a circle
- Groups of 4 or 6. One ball.
How To Play:
- Game of possession on the perimeter of the grid / circle.
- If a defender wins the ball, they switch with an offensive player
- Offensive players stay in a tight space, they do not move around
entire grid
- Name of the game, Keep The Ball!
Coaching Points:
- Accurate and quick passes
- Play first touch if you can
- Always be ready to receive a pass
- Defenders, pressure the ball quickly

SSGs
Small-Sided Games - 3v3 or 4v4
Play variety of SSGs with different objectives.
Organization:
- Set up in multiple games of Rapid Fire 3v3 or 4v4
- "Goals on Wings"
- "Bumpers"
- "Adding Players"
- "Different Angles"
Benefits of SSGs:
- All players always involved in attacking and defending
- Less players, more touches on the ball
- Teaches same tactics with smaller numbers
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IAS Soccer Academy: Striker Clinic
Category: Functional: Striker
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
Striker and GK Clinic: 12/15/2015

Warmup
Dutch Box
Technical Training
Organization:
Grid appropriate to number of players. Half the players start inside
the box with a ball and half the players spread themselves along
the perimeter of the grid.
How to Play:
Dribbling Variation and Passing Variation
Dribbling - players dribble freely inside the box while performing
different attacking moves or turns. After performing move, they
dribble to a player on the outside and those player switch roles.
Passing - players on the inside find an open player on the outside
for a pass, Progression can be different passing combinations.
After the pass, players switch roles.
Coaching Points:
Dribble with head up and ball close to feet
Focus on first touch and quality passes

Passing Combination
Triangle Passing Combo
Organization:
Minimum 6 players per group
Player A - blue cone
Player B - red cone
Player C - orange cone
How to Play:
Player A passes to Player B
Player A checks to B and receives a pass back.
Player A turns towards Player C as they receive the ball.
Player A passes to C and C plays it back to A quickly while B does
an overlapping run for the final pass.
Player B must time their run properly so they can receive the ball in
stride.
Coaching Points:
Accurate passes
Play the ball to the correct foot
Player B - time your run properly

Final Game
Final Game to Goal
1) Triangle Passing Combination - Overlapping player taking shot
on goal
2) 1v1 / 2v1
Coaching Points:
Defender - Close down quickly. Force attacker to the outside.
Attacker - First touch towards goal. Perform move to beat defender.
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SMALLSIDED
GAMES

U8 SSGs
Category: Small-Sided Games
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
Small-Sided Games for U8 Players

Rapid Fire
Rapid Fire
Fun Fast-Paced Game. Can by played as 1v1, 2v1, 2v2, 3v3, etc...
Organization:
- Separate group into 2 teams. Set up diagnolly from each other on
the endlines.
- All balls on one of the sidelines with the coach.
How to Play:
- Start with 1v1, progress to more numbers to encourage small
group play.
- Ball is passed to attacking player / team.
- Two goals should be used to encourage transitional play.
Coaching Points:
- 1v1: Attacking / Offensive Player, go straight to goal. Defensive
Player, close down / pressure the ball immediately. Force player to
the outside of field.
- 2v1: Attacking Players have option to pass or dribble. Defender,
force player with ball to make a decision. Apply pressure to force
mistakes.
- 2v2 +: Offensive Players, support each other. Defenders, stay organized.

Team Gates
Team Gates
Game with multiple goals set up throughout the field. Forces all
players to always be involved in the play, due to having many goals
set up on different parts of field.
Organization:
- Separate group into two teams. One ball (progress to two balls)
How to Play:
- Can be played with any amount of players, should be even
numbers on each team.
- 1v1, 3v3, 4v4. Goals are scored by dribbling or passing thru a
gate.
- One goal for dribbling thru and Two goals for passing thru.
Coaching Points:
- Teamwork & 100% effort

Four Goal Game
Four Goal Game
A team game in which both teams are able to score on two or
more goals.
Organization:
- Split group into two teams.
How to Play:
- Orange cones set up: Goals on opposite sides of endline
encourage spatial awareness and keeping a better team shape,
both offensively and defensively.
- Big goals set up: Goals on all four sides of the field. Both teams
can score on any goal.
Coaching Notes:
- The different variations help achieve different results.
- Give coaching points during flow of game.
- The game is the greatest teacher: Let the kids play and learn on
their own!
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1v1
Most important part of the game!

1v1 GATES
Fast-paced Continuous 1v1 Activity.

1v1 Games
Category: Small-Sided Games
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
January 2017: Dribbling activity & SSGs to improve 1v1 ability

Warmup
Free Dribble with Defenders
Progressive warmup activity to prepare for the session.
Organization:
- Grid size appropriate to number of players.
- Every player starts with a ball.
How to Play:
- Players dribble freely within the grid, performing attacking moves
on the coach's signal.
Progression:
- Add 2 or 3 defenders. Attacking players must perform move or
turn when approaching a defender. If defender gains possession
of the ball, those players switch roles.
Coaching Notes:
- Focus on performing skills with quality.
- Perform move with enough time and space to beat defender.

Small-Sided Activity
1v1 Activity
Continious Activity to improve 1v1 skills
Organization:
- Small grid. Size dependant on the age group.
- 6 players in each grid. Number of grids depend on amount of
players.
How to Play:
- Objective is for attacker to beat defender and complete a pass to
player on opposite side.
- Defender tries to force attacker to the outside or win possession
of the ball.
Variations:
- Defender stays until they win the ball.
- After each round, switch both players.
- If defender wins ball, send in a new player.
Coaching Points:
- 100% work rate

Final Game
1v1 Zones
Activity with two 1v1 zones (areas)
Organization:
- 10x10 or 15x15 playing area.
- Divide field into 2 zones.
How to Play:
- 2 players in each zone, 1 from each team.
- 1v1 in each zone. Goal may only be scored from the attacking half
of the field.
Coaching Notes:
- Create space to either pass to teammate or for shot on goal.
- Defenders, press the ball and force attacker to sideline.
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1v1 & 2v1 Attacking
Category: Technical: Attacking skills
Difficulty: Beginner

Description
Session focus is attacking moves and beating defenders in 1v1 situations.

Warmup
Dribbling Box
Organization:
Grid size appropriate to number of players. Every player has a ball.
Set up two different colored cones within the grid.
How to Play:
Players dribble freely within the box. To start, do simple dribbling
patterns to warm up. Progress to doing an attacking move at every
red cone and a turn at every blue cone.
Coaching Points:
Stay balanced when performing moves
Keep ball close to feet
Head up while dribbling
Use both feet

1v1
1v1 to Goal
Organization:
Teams start on opposite sides. All balls start with the coach.
How to Play:
Coach passes ball onto pitch. First player on each team plays.
Focus is beating your opponent to goal using an attacking move,
then finishing.
Coaching Points:
Quality first touch towards goal
Perform attacking move with pace
** Will play different variations of 1v1 games with different
restrictions **

2v1
2v1 to Goal
Organization:
Attacking team starts up top, 2 groups. Defending team starts near
goal. All balls with coach.
How to Play:
Ball gets passed to an attacking player. 2 attacking players on and
1 defender on. Play 2v1 to goal. In order for defender to receive a
point, must gain possession and pass to coach (who is in a wide
area of the field). If GK makes a save and gains possession, must
distribute the ball to teammate.
Coaching Points:
Know when right time is to pass and time to keep dribbling
Quality first touch towards goal
Shoot when have the opportunity
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1v1 Attacking & Defending
Category: Technical: Attacking and Defending Skills
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
IAS Soccer Academy: Special Topics Session. 12/6/16

Warmup
Free Dribble
Organization:
- Free dribbling exercise. Every player has a ball.
How to Play:
- On coach's signal, perform attacking moves and dribbling
patterns.
Coaching Points:
- Keep ball close to feet while dribbling
- Head up to scan the field
- Dribble with speed after performing moves
Progression:
Add Defenders

Skill Development
Skill Development 1v1 Attacking & Defending Activity
Isolated continuous 1v1s
Organization:
- Groups of 2. One ball per group.
- Set up a pair of cones 8-10 yards apart.
How to Play:
- 1v1 from cone to cone.
- Start with passive defending, progress to full pressure.
Coaching Points:
- Attacking player, use take-on moves
- Defending player, keep your body at an angle & keep ball in front
of you

Final
Small-Sided Games: 1v1
1v1 activities help your players improve their core soccer skills in
attacking and defensive situations. The 1v1 is the most critical part
of the game. Players always need to be ready for these situations,
since they are so common.
Organization:
- 1v1 with GKs
Coaching Notes:
- Attacking player, go to goal quickly.
- Defending player: High pressure, Force attacking player to the
outside, Try to win the ball.
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CAPTURE THE BALL
Fun camp game.

2v2 SSG

3v3 Shooting Game
Small-Sided Game with a focus on shooting.

3v3 SSG

3v3 SSG
Category: Small-Sided Games
Difficulty: Moderate | Start Time: 22-Dec-2015 18:00h

Description
IAS Soccer Academy: Special Topics Clinic

Warmup
Pass & Move
Organization:
3 players and 1 ball per group.
How to Play:
Players pass and move in designated area. Start with unlimited
touches, then encourage to play quickly with 2 or 3 touches.
Coaching Points:
Focus on your first touch
Head up at all times to see your teammates
After completing a pass, move to an open space to receive the ball
back
Connect quality passes

3v3 Games
Final Game
Organization:
Multiple games happening at once. Depending on number of
players, we may use subs or play different variations of 3v3.
Coaching Points:
Attack and Defend as a team
Keep a good shape
Recover quickly when you lose possession
Keep the ball moving when attacking
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4v4+4
Small-Sided Game with numerical advantage and continuous transition.

5v5 – 3v2 IN EACH HALF
SSG with numerical advantage in attacking half of field.

NO PRESSURE ZONE
SSG with area of passive defending to allow player in possession to look up and scan the field.

Small-Sided Games
Category: Small-Sided Games
Difficulty: Moderate

Description
IAS Soccer Academy: Special Topics Session. 12/13/16

Warmup
Dribbling & Possession Warmup
Activity to prepare for the training session.
Organization:
- Grid 10x10 or appropriate for amount of players
- Every player with a ball for the first phase
How to Play:
- Begin with a Dribbling Dutch Box, with players using both feet
and working on different attacking moves and turns.
Progression:
- Big game of "knockout." One team starts with balls, other team
are defenders. Game is played until the last ball is knocked out.
When a player loses their ball, they stay in the game and become
a passing option. Turn the activity into a competition; see which
team can knock out all balls first or which team can keep balls in
the longest.

SSGs
Variety of Small-Sided Games
Placing different restrictions on these games helps accomplish
objectives within the activity.
There are many benefits of playing SSGs
- more touches on the ball
- involvement on both sides of the ball at all times
- constant transition
SSGs:
- Bumpers
- Bumpers Replacement
- No Pressure Zone
- Cross the River
- Possession Boxes
- Crossing Game (3v2 in each half. Bumpers overlap for a cross)
Progressions for all Games:
- Add neutral players
- Must pass to GKs
- Connect certain amount of passes
- Don't limit touches, but encourage to play quickly, make quicker decisions
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SSG ADDING PLAYERS

SSG CHANNELS
Working with wing players.

